A multi-criteria optimization approach for HDR prostate brachytherapy: II. Benchmark against clinical plans.
The current iterative approach to inverse planning of high dose rate treatment planning can be time consuming. The purpose of this two-part study is to streamline the planning process while maintaining plan quality. In this second part, a multi-criteria optimization (MCO) planning algorithm is proposed and benchmarked against a standard planning algorithm. With a set of previously established regression models, a patient-specific valid solution space on the Pareto surface was predicted based on the anchor plans results. Alternative plans generated alongside the partial Pareto front were presented to the planner, and one plan was selected as the MCO plan. The dosimetric parameters results as well as the planning time were compared between the MCO plans and the physician-approved standard plans for 236 prostate cases. Results show that the urethra is better spared with MCO planning than with standard planning (a lower mean urethral D 10 value of 2.25%). The overall MCO plan quality also outperforms the standard plan quality, since MCO planning is able to increase the frequency of clinically acceptable plans meeting all of RTOG criteria simultaneously without any human intervention (from 83.05% to 97.46%). Finally, the average MCO planning time is [Formula: see text] without any interventions of treatment planners. The presented MCO planning algorithm constitutes a robust and automated way to improve treatment quality in brachytherapy.